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The Planning Inspectorate

COMMENTS ON CASE (Online Version)
Please note that comments about this case need to be made within the timetable. This can be found in the notification letter sent by the

local planning authority or the start date letter. Comments submitted after the deadline may be considered invalid and returned to
sender.

Appeal Reference: APP/X2410/W/21/3287864

DETAILS OF THE CASE

Appeal Reference APP/X2410/W/21/3287864

Appeal By
DAVID WILSON HOMES EAST MIDLANDS AND ANTHONY RAYMOND
SHUTTLEWOOD

Site Address Land off Cossington Road
Sileby
Leicestershire
LE12 7SL
Grid Ref Easting: 460578
Grid Ref Northing: 314221

SENDER DETAILS

Name MR RICHARD BURTON

Address 1 Wallace Drive
Sileby
LOUGHBOROUGH
LE12 7SQ

ABOUT YOUR COMMENTS

In what capacity do you wish to make representations on this case?

Appellant

Agent

Interested Party / Person

Land Owner

Rule 6 (6)

What kind of representation are you making?

Final Comments

Proof of Evidence

Statement

Statement of Common Ground

Interested Party/Person Correspondence
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Other

YOUR COMMENTS ON THE CASE

Thank you for your correspondence advising of David Wilsons appeal against this proposed
development.
You will be aware that I have submitted a case on 27/03/21 objecting to this proposal on many
grounds, the majority of which as far as I can tell remain extremely valid. I am disappointed, not to
mention disgusted that a public enquiry has been granted to give David Wilson 'a second chance.
It is my opinion that none of the major reasons for rejection of the original proposal can be effectively
contested.
Furthermore Sileby has had to accommodate more than it's fair share of new build developments in
recent years and continues to do so despite little to no improvement of infrastructure and facilities.
It is surely time to draw a line under this continued disintegration of the village into a souless
conurbation. This is generating a great sense of ill feeling and distrust.
I assume that reference can be made to my initial objection (27/03/21) to this proposed development
but just briefly to reiterate the indisputable core issues:
1. The remaining area of real separation between Sileby and Cossington would be lost
2. Further strain on educational, health care and road infrastructure would be unacceptable and
unsustainable.
3. Loss of green space which has become more valuable socially and environmentally than ever. This
proposed development

would effectively couple to the already approved 'Derrys corner/Polly Peggs field' development in
Cossington and create an

horrendous assault on the countryside in this area.
At risk of repeating myself, in my opinion there cannot be grounds for reversing the local authoritys
rejection of this planning application. The Secretary of State should uphold the original decision with a
comprehensive NO to David Wilsons appeal.
I sincerely trust that common sense will prevail on this occasion.
Yours faithfully

Richard Burton
1 Wallace Drive
Sileby
Loughborough
Leicestershire
LE12 7SQ
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